
Prepaid Cards and Goodwill® Industries International: 
Improving Efficiency and Employee Benefits 
 
Introduction 
In 2013, 38 percent of Americans reported having difficulties meeting their monthly expenses1, 
and approximately 50 percent reported that they did not have enough savings to cover three 
months of expenses in case of emergencies2. Goodwill recognized that some of its employees 
faced similar challenges, so it set out to help its employees in need build their financial skills 
through the use of a quality financial product.  
 
The Company 
Goodwill Industries is an international nonprofit that strengthens communities through job 
training, employment programs, and other community-based programs, serving a wide range of 
individuals, including youth, seniors, veterans, people with disabilities, and people with criminal 
backgrounds among others. As a social enterprise, Goodwill operates as a network of 165 
member organizations in the United States and Canada, with a presence in 14 additional 
countries. Goodwill uses the revenue it earns in its more than 3,000 retail stores to fund social 
services to people in local communities. In 2013, Goodwill served more than 9.8 million people 
through its programs. The estimated total earnings of people who earned a job with Goodwill’s 
help in 2013 exceeds $4 billion. (Goodwill Industries International, 2013)  
 
Goodwill is committed to helping its employees move toward family sustaining careers; 
however, frontline employees often face financial hardships common to underbanked, financially 
underserved consumers. In order to maintain a sustainable business model, as well as provide 
services to its employees, Goodwill Industries International partnered with the Financial 
Capability Institute (FCI) to explore potential solutions.  
 
Goodwill Employees  
In 2012, Goodwill surveyed its employees across the United States to learn how to better serve 
them, improve employee retention, and ultimately extend its mission to include employees. The 
survey revealed that many employees who did not have bank accounts were paying fees to 
cash paychecks. The survey also showed that employees were often challenged by:  
1.  Their ability to cover monthly expenses with current income.  
2.  Making and sticking to a budget.  
3.  Building adequate long-term savings.   
 
Staff at Goodwill Industries International wondered how they could increase the financial 
capability of employees, build their human capital and equip them with financial skills. They had 
long heard of the benefits and opportunities of General Purpose Reloadable (GPR) prepaid 
cards, as well as the growing use of payroll cards, many of which have a growing set of useful 
features. Wanting to learn more about the products, providers, and general in-market landscape 
of these potential solutions, they turned to FCI for collaboration.  
 
Developed and managed by the Center for Financial Services Innovation (CFSI) and generously 
supported by the Citi Foundation, FCI connects high-performing and large-scale nonprofits with 

1 PwC Employee Financial Wellness Survey, June 2013 
2 Bankrate Financial Security Index Survey, June 2013  
 

                                                           



other financial services providers to improve the financial lives of their clients with streamlined, 
high-quality financial products.  
 
“We commissioned research to more deeply understand how to help employees access 
mainstream, affordable financial services, and we looked at GPR and payroll cards as one 
mechanism to accomplish that goal. Much of the research and work was done in concert with  
FCI,” said Kammi Siemens, financial wellness director at Goodwill Industries International.  
 
The Opportunity 
From a mission perspective, Goodwill is in the business of helping people secure steady 
employment in order to sustain themselves and their families. In this process, Goodwill 
recognized an opportunity and an obligation to carry that philosophy through, particularly since 
so many of its employees are also its program participants.  
 
Beyond the mission opportunity, Goodwill realized there was a cost-savings opportunity. 
Goodwill employs more than 50,000 hourly employees, many of whom receive their wages via 3 
paper checks. For those who do not have bank accounts, many reported paying high fees from 
check-cashing services and challenges tracking their spending habits.  
 
For Goodwill, the paper payroll process can be costly and labor intensive. Payroll checks alone 
can cost the average Goodwill location approximately $4,000 per year, not including distribution 
and staff time. Saving on these expenses could mean more financial support for employees and 
the community at large.  
 
To reduce payroll costs, improve payroll efficiency, and increase the financial capability of 
employees, Goodwill and FCI recognized the advantages of using payroll cards. However, 
payroll cards did not provide all the benefits and features to adequately alleviate the employees’ 
stated financial pain points. Staff at Goodwill began wondering how they could combine the 
utility of a payroll card with the added value benefits of a GPR prepaid card.  
 
Payroll Cards vs. GPR Cards – What’s the difference? 
Payroll cards and GPR cards are two types of prepaid cards consumers can use like traditional 
debit or credit cards to make payments and purchases anywhere the card brand is accepted.  
Prepaid cards are more convenient than checks and safer than cash, and they are the most 
widely available payment card option to consumers because they don’t require cardholders to 
have bank accounts or credit history.  
 
The major distinction between payroll cards and GPR cards is where the account is established 
and how it is traditionally funded. Payroll cards are often described as a “plastic paycheck” 
because the cards are established through the employer, and the employer loads the cards with 
funds in the form of wages deposited electronically each pay period. GPR cards are established 
by the consumer — typically purchased online or at retail — and loaded by the consumer with a 
direct deposit of wages, benefits or cash through retail locations offering prepaid card reload 
services.   
 
This variance accounts for slight differences in how the cards are regulated and in the features 
and fees they offer. For example, employers are subject to state wage and hour laws that 
ensure employees are paid their full wages each pay period, without discount, so payroll cards 
must adhere to these laws.  
 



A good payroll card program must include three distinct features: 1) the employee must have a 
choice for how they receive their pay; 2) the terms of the card, including applicable fees, must 
be clearly disclosed; and 3) employees must have free and clear access to their pay.  
 
While cardholders can typically use both types of cards to withdraw cash from an ATM or bank 
teller, make purchases, and receive cash back at point-of-sale, shop online, by phone or  
Internet, and pay bills online, GPR cards typically offer a broader feature set that includes 
financial management tools like budgeting and a savings component.   
  
For underbanked employees, having a safe product to store funds and grow assets can be the 
first step towards better financial management and asset building. For more about GPR cards 
and the prepaid market, see CFSI’s report, Prepaid Industry Scorecard.  
 
The Right Prepaid Card for Goodwill Employees 
Using Goodwill surveys and market research, FCI and Goodwill explored the range of GPR 
cards, prepaid cards and payroll providers, product offerings, and potential advantages and 
disadvantages. Goodwill was attracted to the financial tools offered by GPR cards — to save, 
spend and budget — and the potential to improve employees’ financial habits. 
 
Siemens said, “When reflecting on the dilemma of helping people secure a paycheck but not 
offering them financial education or coaching, in the words of one of our Goodwill leaders, ‘we 
are guilty of giving people keys to a car and not teaching them to drive.’”  
 
The team wanted to ensure that the financial capability of their employees was substantially 
improved, knowing that integration of an appropriate financial product, in conjunction with the 
tools and know-how to use that product, would help achieve that aim.   
 
Features and Priorities 
FCI and CFSI are well versed in the market of payment tools and options. With many GPR 
cards in the market today, providers compete with one another through product features, pricing 
and distribution strategies. FCI conducted a landscape analysis and assisted Goodwill as it 
evaluated each product and its features. Goodwill was looking for a product that would address 
the payroll needs of its employees while providing financial health-improving features often 
found on GPR cards. Many employers who use payroll cards are interested only in the idea of a 
“plastic paycheck,” but Goodwill wanted to go further, and NetSpend wanted to help.  
 
Product Launch  
FCI detailed the different phases of the rollout process and advised on a sequential approach to 
planning, negotiations, pilot programs and broader rollout. As rolling out a new product 
integration program carries certain operational burdens, FCI itemized the estimated costs 
involved with planning, startup and ongoing maintenance.  
 
“The process we have gone through for rollout was based largely on what FCI did for us,” said 
Siemens. “Where we are today is in large part because of CFSI and FCI.” 
 
The Card  
In light of research by FCI and from Goodwill focus groups, Goodwill chose to contract with 
NetSpend, a TSYS company. NetSpend’s Skylight card is a low-fee, high-quality account that 
has all the protections require of a payroll card product plus value-add features including real-
time text alerts, cardholder-to-cardholder transfers, budgeting tools and a mobile app. Given 



Goodwill’s goals for the program, NetSpend and Goodwill partnered to work towards a hybrid 
card product to add the reload functionality and the savings account from NetSpend’s GPR to 
the payroll card product.  
 
“We work with employers like Goodwill to design the program that’s right for their employees.  
Given our company’s alignment with Goodwill’s mission, we are collaborating to test and 
implement new functionality on our payroll cards that we’ve traditionally only had available on 
our GPR products,” said Patrick Brown, general manager of commercial prepaid, NetSpend. 
   
What made the choice to go with NetSpend more clear, said Siemens, was that NetSpend had 
already committed to adhere to CFSI’s Compass Principles in the design of its products.  
Having made its Compass Commitments, NetSpend had put into practice the principles of 
quality design that demonstrated alignment with Goodwill’s mission to help people who were 
financially underserved.  
 
“Our objective is for any employee to use the card, as well as to put a safe financial product in 
the hands of employees who do not have traditional banking relationships,” said Siemens.  
 
Program Model and Pilot Sites 
To further develop the program, FCI discussed the different program and distribution models, 
detailing the pros and cons of each model, their costs, and engagement commitments. Because  
Goodwill agencies operate independently, it would be best to distribute the card through an 
agent model.  
 
In this model, Goodwill Industries International acts as the umbrella manager, under which each 
independent Goodwill agency operates the program individually at its site, while NetSpend 
provides the program with support and maintenance.  
 
“It is vital to establish clear roles in the program,” said Siemens. “You don’t want to presume that 
everyone is on the same page. It is important to communicate who is doing what and be sure 
each partner understands.”  
 
RFP Process and Pilot-Site Reach  
Goodwill locations were competitively selected to participate as pilot sites to test the new cards. 
Participating Goodwill agencies committed to engaging in peer-learning opportunities to share 
best practices and challenges with other Goodwill agencies that they garnered from 
implementing the cards.   
 
Branding 
Branding the card with Goodwill’s logo raised critical questions about employee perception of 
the card in light of Goodwill’s goal to give its employees a financial tool they could use long 
term.  
 
“It was important for Goodwill that the card be usable to employees even if they ceased to be a 
Goodwill employee,” said Siemens. “But if the card was branded with Goodwill’s logo, 
employees may misinterpret the branding to mean that the card was usable only as a Goodwill 
employee.”  
 
To avoid this confusion, Goodwill decided against branding the card with its logo to reinforce the 
message that the card belongs to employees and could be used regardless of their employment 
status with Goodwill employment.   



 
Fees 
Fees were a top concern. Some Goodwill agencies already had payroll cards, and low fees 
were a primary consideration in their willingness to switch cards/vendors. Furthermore, a no- or 
low-fee card was paramount for enticing the target population to adopt and utilize the card. 
Where there are fees on the account, free alternatives are often available. For instance, a 
minimal fee is charged when customers contact a live customer service agent to get their 
current account balance. But free alternatives for checking balance are available, such as using  
AnyTime Alerts, checking online or checking via mobile app. 
 
The Future of Payroll 
To assess and guide the future of payroll cards, CFSI and FCI are incorporating lessons learned 
from Goodwill and other organizations to develop a Compass Principles guide to payroll cards.  
The guide will review the best practices that benefit providers, employers and employees.  
CFSI and FCI will also be hosting a detailed webinar on the present and future of payroll in the 
coming months.  
 
Sign up with FCI to receive updates on these exciting developments. Not sure product 
distribution is right for your nonprofit? Take the FCI Self-Assessment and your organization will 
receive a customized recommendation with actionable resources!  
 


